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Is the Democratic Party
Already Dead?
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.
The LaRouche Political Action Committee released this
statement for the widest possible circulation.
Aug. 27—Already, clearly more than half of the legally
adult citizenry of the United States has bitterly rejected
both the Obama Presidency’s policies and those of most
of the members of the U.S. Congress. The Democratic
Party is virtually finished, if the Party does not change
its policy to one of opposition to both the hated, thieving bail-out, and cancel all support for that health-care
policy of President Obama which is an exact copy, in
explicit content, of the 1939-1942 health-care policies
of dictator Adolf Hitler personally, health-care policies
of Hitler which were introduced to British law’s NICE
policy of the liar, Tony Blair. This is that same, evil
Tony Blair, who orchestrated the U.S. plunge into the
recent Iraq War, and is now part of the process of plunging the U.S. into an even worse catastrophe now rapidly
escalating in Afghanistan.
My policy, which I intend shall be reported everywhere, is the following.
1. Since President Obama was elected, we can not
simply dump him, unless he must be impeached,
an outcome which we should not desire at this
time. We must keep him in place, and protect him
from the clear and present threat of an assassination-attack from British or related sources angered by fear that President Obama’s present,
London-dictated U.S. policies must be termi
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nated. We must seek to avoid that impeachment,
which we can do if the deeply emotionally troubled President himself will agree to cooperate
with worthy advisors in what I propose will
amount to a reasonable degree of “adult supervision” for the purpose of protecting him against
his own, already manifest, so far characteristic
impulsive expression of greatly impaired judgment while in office.
      To this effect, we have many suitable officials
in key positions within the U.S. Presidency today,
provided we eliminate those associated with the
architects of his explicitly Nazi-copied healthcare program, and with the behaviorist cult circles generally. We also have available some suitable expert advisors of the Presidency on matters
of dealing with the presently onrushing general
breakdown-crisis of the U.S. and other national
economies of the planet now.
2. We must, at the same time, push through the combination, in effect, of the original Pecora commission
as originally empowered, and apply the explicit authority of the original intention of our Federal Constitution; to establish national banking as the notion
is associated with the memory of Alexander Hamilton; and, cancel the authority of the corrupt and
almost certainly hopelessly bankrupt Federal Reserve System, that we might return, as a nation, to
those explicit terms of our Federal Constitution
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which establish our system as that of a credit system,
rather than the alien model of a monetary system.
3. To effect a recovery, certain steps must be taken
immediately, before the close of the present U.S.
fiscal year, to negotiate what is fairly estimated as
an available four-power agreement among the
U.S.A., Russia, China, India, and other nations
willing to participate now, to establish an international fixed-exchange-rate credit system as a total
replacement for a terminated, hopelessly bankrupted, presently existent monetary system
4. Through suitable actions in bankruptcy, we must
undo the “bail-out” arrangements which have
been chiefly responsible for those effects which
have brought a majority of our citizens to hate
their present Federal government. Otherwise, if
that is not done, and done promptly, not only the
U.S.A., but every nation on the planet is now on
the verge of disintegrating in an unwinding which
will be underway no later than the concluding
several months of the calendar year 2009.

Will Obama Jump On
LaRouche Lifeboat?
Special to EIR
Aug. 28—In response to the escalating popular revolt,
and the leading role of Lyndon LaRouche and the LaRouche Political Action Committee (LPAC), in catalyzing this mass repudiation of the White House euthanasia plans, disguised as “health-care reform,” top
leaders of the Democratic Party held a series of closeddoor meetings in Washington in the past two weeks, according to several participants. While no agreement
was reached over how to deal with the famous LPAC
“Hitler mustache” poster, the level of hysteria spread to
all levels of the Party, further jeopardizing President
Obama’s political survival.
When the President, clearly exhausted by the pandemonium back at 1600 Pennsylvania Ave., announced
that he was taking a four-day vacation at Camp David
to “recover” from his week-long family vacation in
Martha’s Vineyard—interrupted by the panicked press
conference announcing the reappointment of Ben Bernanke as chairman of the Fed—even the slavishly proSeptember 4, 2009
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The White House is expected to promote its euthanasia policy,
by invoking the name of the late Sen. Ted Kennedy, who, for
decades, championed genuine health-care reform. But,
Obama’s “bait-and-switch” scheme will not fool the American
people. Shown, Kennedy and Obama in the White House Green
Room, with a portrait of Benjamin Franklin above.

pitiatory media could not resist drawing parallels between Obama and ex-President George W. Bush, who
famously took a month-long August vacation in Crawford, Tex., during his first year in office, only to return
to Washington to face the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks.
The President needs all the rest he can get. As LaRouche has warned, the weeks ahead are going to see
the full-scale blowout of the entire global financial
system, as the U.S. Federal government reaches the end
of the current fiscal year; as every state in the nation
reaches bankruptcy; as true unemployment soars towards 30% of the labor force; and as the full magnitude
of the bankruptcy of the Federal Reserve System and
the Federal government becomes transparent.
That is when the President is going to face his first
real moment of truth. LaRouche has spelled out exactly
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